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___________________________________________________________________________________

W

elcome to our next Q&A. The last couple of weeks, I have been busy fulltime
setting up our forum at wespenreboards.com together with Discourse support,
so I have not had time to do any research. I want the forum to be perfect for
us, and Guests can sign up for free and get access to a considerable part of the forum, also
able to respond and create new topic. The forum is very active and interesting, so sign up
if you feel inclined.
It might take a few weeks before I can get back to normal when it comes to videos and
articles, so bear with me. In the meantime, I’ll sporadically post Q&A videos, so please
send questions to wespenre2@gmail.com and put Q&A in the subject line. Now to the
questions:
QUESTION 1: Are you familiar with maladaptive daydreaming? I have repetitive
daydreams. It is addicting and feels like/looks like I am possessed. I get sucked into these
dreams, very deep. My surroundings are not there anymore, once it kicks in. When I was
a child, I always needed something to hold to shake off the energies. (Like a pen, or stick)
What is this? And how can it be stopped?
I have no further psychological issues btw, although when I have these daydreams, I
become mentally weaker. My creativity, empathy and social skills are weaker when I
return from the trance). I dream often about videogames, movies, or stories, I used to get
into.
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MY COMMENT: It’s very difficult to say for sure because everybody’s situation is
different. Therefore, I will not say that “this is how it is,” only that “this is how it could be
in a situation like this.”
The good part is that you can obviously use your imagination, which is a sign of an Aryan,
i.e., a Namlu’u—a spirited creator god. It seems to me, however, that since childhood you
might have used this technique as an escape—a coping mechanism. People, and children
in particular, tend to escape into their minds when there is physical threats, dangers, and
abuse in their environment. This is very true for children with abusive parents of
caregivers. This will then become a pattern that follows them throughout life, and it can
become almost chronic; some children even completely disappear into the so-called
fantasy world, which appears safer than the “real world.” The same tactic is used to lure
us into the Metaverse—first they must make the physical world look extremely dangerous,
and then people willingly flee into virtual reality. If we look at the alternative spiritual
field, many people can probably relate to escaping into their minds, eventually gaining
the insight that emotional healing is a huge part of raising our frequency.
I can’t say for sure in your situation, but perhaps it’s a good idea to start looking back at
your life—preferably all the way to your childhood—to find out if there was abuse or
narcissistic abuse going on, whether from a parent, caregiver, or anybody else you had a
close connection with.
My tip is to go to YouTube and look for the following excellent life coaches and therapists.
They educate us for free, and they are fantastic: Richard Grannon, Dr. Ramani, Prof. Sam
Vaknin, and Thais Gibson. There are many others, as well. Just type narcissistic abuse in
the YouTube search engine to find more educators. Good luck!
QUESTION 2: I had a recent thought come to mind out of the blue: Our lives could be a
reflection of who we were/are in the spiritual realm (as above, so below), on an individual
basis if we piece together how our lives could have gone from our original creation as
Namlu'us up until now.
[...]
What are your thoughts in regard to this? If we pay attention to the little details of our
lives and piece together how it could all connect in our journey, could Enki be so elaborate
as to implant little hints of our individual her-stories into our lives? Maybe as one of the
ways to allow people to wake up, but the hints require determined due diligence in order
to see the connection at all, which makes it harder? Not to mention the veil of
forgetfulness.
MY COMMENT: According to my own research, you are absolutely correct that our lives
are a reflection of Spirit (i.e., who we are in the Spiritual Realm) in the sense that Spirit is
lighting up our souls, who are the operators of this Universe, including the Greater
Universe (Orion). Then we have both an etheric human body and a manifested physical
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human body, and we manifest our soul-fires into the physical body’s blood cells, and the
body becomes animated.
However, due to amnesia and most people’s ignorance regarding who they really are and
whence they came, they are for the most part disconnected from their spiritual aspect and
Higher Soul Self, so they operate almost completely on a soul level with a 3D vibration.
It’s like turning off the water, so it can’t run through the tap.
I personally don’t think En.ki is implanting her-stories into our minds. If we remember,
it’s because we have become open to our Higher Selves—the “Bigger Soul” part of us, and
even to Spirit, and the water is starting to run through the tap again.
QUESTION 3: People seem to think that worship is a good thing and when you point
out that it’s not, and you try and bring on a conversation, or even topic about it, the subject
is quickly change, or ignored. Does this have to do with Enki/Yaldabaoth’s spell on
humanity?
MY COMMENT: Organized religion and worship is a very sophisticated matter. This
word is deliberately based on fear and terror—it’s the frequency range we live within here,
in general. And we have the Masters of Fear making sure it stays that way, as most of us
here know. The Puppet Masters know that people who have fears and feel unsafe in this
world need something that will comfort them—people need a savior because they think
that they themselves are powerless. They look around and see all the evil, and they think,
“there is no way I can change any of this.”
They are correct that they can’t change the world into some kind of paradise—it’s not
within the perimeters of this Construct, as Dr. Tom Campbell would put it. There are
“rules” that apply to the Kenoma, and it is set up in a way that there must be duality. When
the duality is disrupted, it seeks “equilibrium,” and soon enough, duality is being
established again. So, people think only God can save them from evil, and so they wait for
this God to act and reach out his or her hand. They don’t realize that they need to do the
job themselves and no personal God is going to save them. We are our own saviors, which
means we need to take responsibility for our own thoughts and actions. We need to
improve and overcome as much of our shadow side a possible to raise our vibrations while
we’re still here in the Kenoma/Matrix. It can only be done here on this “playground,”
because we take with us what we’ve learned here once we die.
When we worship someone—even if it’s a celebrity—we give our energetic power away to
this person/deity, and they will receive our power and energy. We are telling them they
are more powerful than us, and we are powerless. There is probably no one in this
universe or in Orion that is more powerful than a spirited human soul. So, we’d better
learn to use it and exit the Kenoma. I have made a lot of videos on this subject, and it’s
also in the WPP, if you don’t know how to do this. We also constantly discuss it on our
forum, where you can sign up for free at wespenreboards.com.
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QUESTION 4: Where is the original Garden of Eden? Is Enki's version of the garden
here on Earth? I heard it was somewhere near Siberia Russia.
MY COMMENT: From what I have learned through my research for the Wes Penre
Papers (WPP), the original Garden of Eden was at Lake Baikal in today’s southern Russia.
There has been more than one Garden of Eden, and some suggest one of them could have
been in ancient Egypt.
QUESTION 5: In your video 287 you explain that we do not know for sure whether it is
true or fake what we experience in the astral. If I remember correctly, you mentioned also
in your WPP level 2 that also our memories during the regression therapy about our past
lives or life between lives area might not be true and might be altogether fake memories
implanted into us by those who keep us prisoned under the Grid.
What about those people (mediums etc.) who say they can communicate with dead people
on the other side? Who are they actually contacting? Do they access our own memories
about our departed relatives and loved ones or are they really getting in contact with their
Fires? Do you think it is possible for the deceased one to hear and see those who are still
on Earth? Is it possible to contact them if they are in astral or if they have entered the
tunnel or have left through the hole in the Grid? Is there something that we shouldn't do
at all regarding our departed loved ones? I am pretty sure a lot of people have wondered
about it as we have all lost somebody during our lives. Would you kindly share your views
on this topic, please?
MY COMMENT: If we listen to Dr. Tom Campbell, Out-of-Body Experiencer since the
1970s when he worked with Robert Monroe, he would say that the imprint of your loved
one is still there in the astral, and if you contact Uncle Jim, who is deceased, you will most
likely get in touch with this interactive imprint/thoughtform, who will act and react
exactly like Uncle Jim. He is of the conviction that Uncle Jim moves on immediately after
death, with a few exceptions, e.g., if he is so attached to his previous life that it takes time
for him to move on, and he will linger in the lower astral, close to Earth. In these cases,
you may be able to contact him.
I would say that most souls go into the Tunnel of Light because that’s the route they are
used to taking. It seems familiar somehow, and they feel drawn to it. There, you get a life
review and are shut back into a physical body again.
However, if we listen to Robert Monroe and many others, there are those who “need a
break” or are curious enough to explore the astral. Maybe they are sure they will go to
Heaven, or to meet souls they know, and that’s where they are heading. In the astral, there
is a place for everybody—you could say they are collective thoughtforms that have been
created over “time,” and they exist on different levels. But even if a soul resides there for
a while, they usually reincarnate again later on and continue their earthly journey. Also,
many researchers say that if you stay too long in the astral, the veil of forgetfulness makes
you forget your previous life.
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Is it possible to contact these souls? According to Monroe, Dr. Newton, and others, it is.
But in regression therapy, the spirit guides are apparently always hovering above, also to
a certain extent controlling the session. So, we never really know if the person in
regression is communicating false memories or real memories to the therapist. It’s logical
to think it’s a mix. There are obviously things the spirit guides don’t want us living humans
on Earth to know.
I don’t think you can easily contact someone from outside the Kenoma while you’re still
on Earth. They operate on completely different frequencies. And if you try to connect to a
deceased one, you might get a response, but do you really know who is responding?
Please consider signing up on Patreon. Without your support, it is literally impossible to
continue with these videos and articles. Patreon supporters are what makes it possible.
So, if you like what you see and hear, please consider going to
http://patreon.com/wespenre and sign up. The URL will also be listed in the last frame
of this video.
A shout-out and special thanks to my Tier 3 and 4 Patrons, whose support is invaluable
so I can continue my work. Here are a few, who have accepted having their names
mentioned in this video:
Lucy, Nadine&Jose, Naturalvet, Higherground. Denise R., Kim C., Esty, Susan Hassett,
Vianne, Hema, Suzanna, Lova, αἰϝών (a-wohn), Stranne, SS, Ninotchka, Conrad Nagel,
R3yn, Sovereign Spirit, Vitalinfo, and KIM MIN SUNG.
And here is a list of patrons who have agreed to being mentioned on my screen list—Tier
2 to Tier 4. Thank you for your dedicated contribution. You are all much appreciated!
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